WHITE WINE
DR. LOOSEN, “LOOSEN UP”, DRY RIESLING
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• Mosel-Saar, Germany NV
German winemakers such as our friend “Ernie” Loosen showed us this wine when he came to a
tasting 2 years ago. It’s a fun easy drinking Riesling that is slightly sweet Riesling with citrus and
honey notes. Great with cheeses and seafood items or just by itself for the sweet wine fans.

UNION SACRÉ, “BELLE DE NUITS”, DRY GEWURTZTRAMINER
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• Santa Lucia Highlands, California 2016
It’s NOT sweet! Ready to be delighted by something new? This surprise comes from the hills above
Carmel in California. Delicate floral and stone fruit aromas. Medium-light texture with flavors
of white and yellow stone fruits and a soft finish or lingering fruit and stone. Both refreshing
and tantalizing

ROCCOLO GRASSI LA BROIA SOAVE
• Soave, Italy 2015
Roccolo Grassi Broia Soave is a wine of good aromatic complexity, powerful, fine, of great
freshness and minerality. Visual analysis shows a pale yellow lemon. The nose releases pleasant
mineral notes, white flowers and peach. In the mouth it is velvety. 100% Garganega

FLEURIET, “LA MAGIE DES CAILLOTES”, SANCERRE BLANC
• Sancerre, France 2017

40 years-old vines on Sancerre’s famous Kimmeridgian soils, the chalky marls responsible for the
best wines of Chablis and Champagne. Fermented and aged 50% in tank and 50% in brand new
French oak barrels, allowing the oak to round off Sauvignon’s sometimes harsh edges and time
on the fine lees to add body and creamy richness. The oak shows in the wine’s texture – round,
smooth, voluptuous – but not so much in the aromas and flavor.

XAVIER CLUA, IL·LUSIÓ, GARNATXA BLANCA
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• Vilalba dels Arcs, Spain 2017
This Grenache Blanc from Clua has a bright yellow color with green highlights.The aroma of
Il·lusió is reminiscent of Mediterranean herbs (lavender and thyme), ripe white fruits (pear and
white peach) with a touch of citrics. In the mouth it is full bodied and characteristically
Mediterranean, the ageing on the lees giving the wine additional volume. 100% Grenache Blanc

JEAN-MICHEL GUILLON, PINOT BLANC
• Burgundy, France 2015
Pinot Blanc in Burgundy is quite rare today. Crisp apple and peach fruit with a layer of spice and
structure from aging in barrel. The spice and nutty notes make this an excellent pairing with
cured seafood or just on its own to sip.

PAUL HOBBS CROSSBARN, CHARDONNAY
• Sonoma, California 2017

Glistening straw yellow with a faint green hue and fragrant aromas of white flower, Asian pear,
and wet stone underpin the wine’s expression of its true Sonoma Coast roots. Alluring stone
fruit flavors carry the palate along with hints of citrus and honeysuckle that evolve into a
creamy mid-palate before ending in a long, clean finish with crisp acidity. 92% stainless, 8% barrel
fermented.

DOMAINE COURTAULT-MICHELET, CHABLIS, GRAND CRU -BY BOTTLE ONLY
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• Valmur, France, 2014
The nose offers rich and intense aromas of rose petals and litchi. The wine is well-structured
and generous in the mouth with subtle notes of dried fruits and honey. A long mineral finish.

EN NUMEROS VERMELLS, PRIORAT GARNATXA BLANCA ~BY BOTTLE ONLY
• Priorat, Spain 2015
This may be the finest White Grenache made in Spain. It is fresh and pure and has a voluptuous
mouthfeel. Delicious fruits like fresh peaches and pineapples with a beautiful balance of ripe
fruit and a hint of spiciness, honey, and a delicate minerality that supports the wine in a
fabulously. Very long finish. Limited availability.
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